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Implemented:
READERS:

1. New mechanism of reading modes in Adobe and DjVu readers. Margin cropping is 
implemented as one of options of reading modes.

2. New interface of the manual margin cropping setting in Adobe and DjVu
3. Implemented a feature of automatic margin cropping in PDF and DjVu documents
4. Handmade notes in DjVu.
5. Opportunity to change the font and size of the fields in the settings of the Epub files
6. Implemented a new mechanism of opening a created note by tapping the pencil out 

of the content
7. Updated the Adobe RMSDK library, new mechanism of DjVu functionality

LIBRARY:
1. Displaying book covers in the PNG format in the ‘Library’ application
2. Modified mechanism of returning and moving to folders by means of roads (bread-

cramps) in the title of the ‘Library’ application.
3. Support of the swipe gesture in the Library

APPLICATIONS:
1. New ‘Media Player’ app, opportunity to edit a playlist, create and manage queue
2. Added ‘Pocketbook Sync’ service, opportunity to get content, purchased in the online 

bookstore, directly to the device.
3. Integration between ‘PayOnline’ and ‘BookStore’ apps, added opportunity of buying books 

directly from the device, paying by a bank card.
4. Improved work of the browser
5. Updated the ‘Sudoku’ interface and ‘Klondike’ design
6. Updated design of the ‘PocketNews’ app.

SETTINGS:
1. Implemented contrast and gamma correction mechanism in Adobe and DjVu (this 

setting is brought in global.cfg).

OTHER:
1. Implemented a new logo for the locking mode
2. Changed the logo view with the dead battery
3. Updated design of the standard interface headers
4. Optimized the mechanism of scanning the file system
5. Added Bulgarian, Estonian, French, Hungarian and Latvian User manuals.
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Fixed:
READERS:

1. Sometimes in the search mode, the pages without results were opened upon mov-
ing across pages with results

2. The font size, configured in reading mode settings, did not fit to the applied one 
(much smaller).

LIBRARY:
1. In the library, pop-up lists of the context menu were overlapped.

SETTINGS:
1. Wrong functionality of setting book cover as power-off logo if a book cover was not 

on the first page.

CONNECTIONS:
1. Wi-Fi time out upon connecting to a network in the b/g/n mode (true for certain types 

of devices that use Wi-Fi module of WC121 type)
2. When the shared key was changed, the new password was not asked
3. The connection was not turned off, when the access point was disabled.


